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A Distributed k-Core Decomposition Algorithm on Spark*
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Abstract— k-core decomposition of a graph is a popular
graph analysis method that has found widespread applications
in various tasks. Thanks to its linear time complexity, k-core
decomposition method is scalable to large real-life networks as
long as the input graph ﬁts in the main memory. For graphs that
do not ﬁt in the main memory, external memory based approach
or distributed solution based on iterative MapReduce platform
have been proposed. However, both external memory solution
and iterative MapReduce based solution are slow due to their
high disk I/O cost. In this paper we propose, Spark-kCore,
a distributed k-core decomposition algorithm, which runs on
Spark cluster computing platform. Using think-like-a-vertex
paradigm, the proposed method utilizes a message passing
paradigm for solving k-core decomposition, thus reducing
the I/O cost substantially. Experiments on 15 large real-life
networks show that our method is much faster than the existing
k-core decomposition solutions.

I. INTRODUCTION
Structural analysis and mining of large and complex
graphs is a well studied research direction having widespread applications in graph clustering, classiﬁcation, and
modeling. There are various methods for structural analysis
of graphs including, the discovery of frequent subgraphs or
network motifs [1], [2], counting triangles or graphlets [3],
or ﬁnding highly connected subgraphs, such as cliques and
quasi-cliques [4]. The above tasks help to identify small
subgraphs which are building blocks of large real-life graphs.
Besides, they are used for solving tasks such as community
discovery, building features for graph indexing or classiﬁcation, and graph partitioning. Unfortunately, the algorithms
for solving the majority of the above tasks are very costly,
which makes them not-scalable to large real-life networks.
So, scalable tools for structural analysis of massive networks
are of high demand to meet the need of today’s graphs that
have millions of vertices and edges.
In recent years, k-core decomposition of graphs has
emerged as an effective and low-cost alternative for structural
analysis of large networks. Till date k-core decomposition
has been used for studying Internet topologies [5].k-coere
also ﬁnds usage in study hierarchical, and self-similarity
in Internet graph [6]. Lately k-core decomposition is being
used for structural composition of brain networks [7], for
identifying inﬂuential spreaders in complex networks [8],
for building data structures for graph clustering [9], and
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Fig. 1: A toy graph and its k-core decomposition

for computing lower bound to prune search space while
searching for maximum cliques [10]. The salient feature that
enables k-core decomposition as a leading structural analysis
tool is its linear runtime which makes it scalable to large
real-life networks with millions of vertices and edges.
k-core decomposition of a graph G is partitioning the
vertices of G based on its “coreness”; in this partitioning,
vertices belonging to the core of a given k value form the
k-cores of G. A k-core of G is an induced subgraph of G
such that all nodes of that subgraph have a degree at least
equal to k. Informally, k-cores can be obtained by removing
all vertices of degree less than or equal to k, until the degree
of all remaining vertices is larger than or equal to k. By
deﬁnition, k-core partitions are concentric, i.e., if a node
belongs to k-core for a given k = K, it also belongs to
the k-core for all k values from 1 to K; thus the coreness
of a vertex is determined by the largest k value for which
the vertex participates in a k-core. Vertices belonging to the
largest core value occupy the central position of the network
and thus they play a larger role in the composition of a
network. See Figure 1 for a graph in its k-core decomposed
form. The largest core in this graph is a 3-core consisting of
the vertices a, b, c and d.
Initial research on k-core were in graph theory, k-core
was studied in relation to the study of the degeneracy of
a network. Linear time algorithm to obtain the degeneracy
of a network has been developed decades ago [11], using
such an algorithm k-cores of a graph can be obtained.
However, in recent years, there has been a renewed interest
in developing efﬁcient and practical algorithms explicitly
for k-core decomposition by researchers in the domain of
complex networks, data mining, and life sciences. In this
direction, Batagelj et al. [12] authored an inﬂuential work;
they proposed a O(m) algorithm for core decomposition of
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a network, where m is the number of edges in the network.
This is a sequential algorithm running on a single-memory
machine. The algorithm works well as long as the entire
input graph ﬁts in the main memory of a network, which
unfortunately is not the case for today‘s gigantic networks,
such as Internet graph, and social networks. In some cases,
the network may ﬁt in the main memory of a machine, but
the network can be inherently distributed over a collection
of hosts, making it difﬁcult to move the entire graph in a
single-memory machine. So, in recent years, there are several
works for obtaining effective distributed algorithms for kcore decomposition on various platforms, like Pregel [13],
GraphLab [14], and GraphChi [15]. Algorithms that run
on external memory, such as, EMCore, has also been proposed [16].
Apache Spark is an open source bigdata processing engine
which uniﬁes batch, streaming, interactive, and iterative
processing of large and diverse data. Spark uses transformations on in-memory resilient data structures called
RDD’s. With it’s extensions, like SparkSQL, SparkML and
GRaphX, Spark can perform a multitude of complex tasks,
like executing complex SQL queries, training machine learning models, and processing large complex graph mining
methodologies. Speciﬁcally, for graph processing, Pregellike iterative algorithms are very slow on MapReduce based
distributed engines due to a high number of disk I/O and slow
access speed. On the other hand, Spark is more optimized
for iterative processing and is reported to be 100 times
faster on such tasks than traditional MapReduce. Due to
the beneﬁts of spark and its capability to scale horizontally,
the community has demanded for an implementation of kcore decomposition on Spark through Spark feature request 1 .
Unfortunately, no k-core decomposition implementation on
Spark is available yet.
In this paper, We propose a distributed k-core algorithm
and its implementation, Spark-kCore. Spark-kCore runs on
top of Apache Spark’s GraphX framework. The implementation follows the “think like a vertex” paradigm, which is
an iterative execution framework provided by Pregel API of
GraphX. We compare Spark-kCore with two other k-core decomposition algorithms: EMCore [16] and Graphlab’s k-core
implementation [14]. Experimental results on 15 large reallife graphs show that Spark-kCore is substantially superior
to the competing algorithms. We also present experimental
results which demonstrate the runtime behavior of SparkkCore over various input graph parameters, such as the
number of edges, and the size of maximum k-core. We also
made the source of Spark-kCore available on Github for the
community to use 2 .

1 https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/
SPARK-16976
2 https://spark-packages.org/package/
DMGroup-IUPUI/Spark-kCore

II. BACKGROUND
A. k-Core
Let G(V, E) is a graph, where V is the set of vertices and
E is the set of edges. G is undirected, simple graph with no
self-loop. For a vertex u ∈ V , we use N (u) to represent the
set of vertices which are adjacent to u. Also, we use deg(u)
to represent the size of N (u), i.e., deg(u) = |N (u)|. Given
G, an undirected, simple graph with no self-loop, k-core
of G, denoted by Ck (G), is a maximal connected subgraph
H ⊆ G such that ∀u ∈ H deg(u) ≥ k if it exists. The core
number of a vertex, core(v), is the largest value for k such
that v ∈ Ck (G). The maximum core number of a graph
G, Cmax (G), is deﬁned as max∀v∈G {core(v)}. In graph
theory, an undirected graph G is called k-degenerate, if for
every induced subgraph H ⊆ G ∃v ∈ H such that deg(v) ≤
k. If a graph has a (non-empty) k-core, the degeneracy value
of that graph is at least k.
B. Pregel Paradigm
Pregel [13] paradigm of large scale graph processing was
introduced by Goolge. This paradigm has a ”think like a
vertex” approach for a graph analysis task. Pregel has two
different stages of operation. It has an initialization stage
which is executed once at the beginning of the execution.
The initialization function sets the value of each vertex to a
default value. The next stage is an iteration stage; in each
iteration, all the nodes execute three operations. Each node
collects and merges all the messages it has received from
its neighbors; it updates its value based on the messages it
has received and sends a message out to all its neighbors.
The Pregel paradigm ﬁts very well for a distributed k-core
decomposition algorithm, which we will discuss next.
III. METHODS
A. Distributed k-core algorithm
The primary assumption of a distributed k-core decomposition algorithm is that the input graph may or may not
ﬁt in the main memory of a single processing unit. Another
assumption is that the listing of nodes and edges of the graph
are stored in distributed manner across different machines in
a cluster. Mostly, all the existing distributed k-core methods
follow a vertex centric protocol which was initially presented
by Montresor et al. [17]. The distributed algorithm is based
on the property of locality of the k-core decomposition
method. The property of locality states that for ∀u ∈ V ,
core(v) = k if and only if
1) there exist a subset Vk ⊆ N (u) such that |Vk | = k and
∀ui ∈ Vk , core(ui ) ≥ k;
2) there exist no subset Vk+1 ⊆ N (u) such that|Vk+1 | =
k + 1 and ∀ui ∈ Vk+1 , core(ui ) ≥ k + 1.
Thus, the core value of a vertex u, core(u), is the largest
value k such that the vertex u has exactly k neighbors whose
core value is greater than or equal to k. The property of
locality enables the calculation of core value of a node based
on the core value of its neighbors.
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Fig. 2: The k-core update ﬂow for one iteration for the vertex d

An obvious upper bound of the core value of each node is
its own degree value. So, in a vertex-centric k-core decomposition algorithm, each node initializes its core value with the
degree of itself. Each node (say u) then sends messages to
its neighbors v ∈ N (u) with the current estimate of its (u’s)
core value. For an undirected graph with m edges, there can
be at most a total of 2m messages that have been sent during
a message passing session. Upon receiving all the messages
from its neighbors, the vertex u computes the largest value l
such that the number of neighbors of u whose current core
value estimate is l or larger
is equal or higherthanl, i. e.,
l = arg max1≤i≤core(u)
v∈N (u) Icore(v)≥i ≥ i .
The above l value can be computed easily by gathering the
current estimate of neighbors’ core values from the messages
and use those to build a frequency array. In this array,
the element indexed by i is the number of u’s neighbors
for which the current core estimate is exactly i. Then the
frequency array is traversed from the largest index; the ﬁrst
index for which the cumulative sum of the array from the
end up to (including) that index is greater than or equal to
the index value is set as the updated core value of u. Once
an updated estimate of the core is obtained, u sends out a
message to all its neighbors with its updated core value. This
receive-merge-update-broadcast iteration occurs until there
are no more messages to process in any node in the graph.
In Figure 2, we show one iteration of update operation
on core value estimate of the vertex d for the graph. In
this graph, the number associated with the node label is the
current estimate of the core value of that node. As we can
see, the initial estimate of core value for d is 4 which is
d’s degree value. In 2(a), we show the messages carrying
the current core value of the neighbors being received by
d along the edges of the graph. Now, in 2(b), the messages
from d’s neighbors are arranged in a frequency array and the
largest index for which the cumulated sum from the end up
to (including) that index is higher than the index value is 3.
So, 3 is the updated core value estimate of vertex d, which
is correctly reﬂected in Figure 2(c).
B. Distributed k-core Implementation on Apache Spark
In this section we go into details of the implementation
of the distributed k-core algorithm on Apache Spark as was

explained in section III-A. We use the GraphX engine of
Spark to load and process graphs. We start by explaining a
few details about the GraphX engine which is relevant to our
implementation.
GraphX is a graph processing engine which allows a graph
like manipulation on top of the native Spark RDDs. All
Graphs in GraphX are directed. By default, edge direction
is from a node with lower nodeId to a node with higher
nodeId. The edges are stored in an Spark RDD. For an
edge, GraphX also supports triplet view. In this view, an
edge is represented as a triplet, which joins two nodes with
an edge along with all properties of the nodes and the edges
stored into an RDD[EdgeT riplet[V D, ED]]. GraphX also
provides us Pregel API which takes a custom merge, update,
propagate function and iteratively execute them on each node
till a user-deﬁned termination condition is met. More details
on the GraphX framework can be found here [18].
From the above explanation, we can see that in GraphX
engine every edge is directed. But the Pregel framework will
process only messages inbound to a node, which will lead to
an incorrect k-core algorithm on undirected graphs. This is
due to the fact that for k-core computation logic needs the
messages to traverse in both directions of an edge. We can
handle this problem in two different ways which we discuss
below.
For each pair of nodes connected by an edge, we can
enforce the creation of an edge in the opposite direction.
This will solve the above limitation of Pregel framework
in GraphX. But with this approach, we will need twice
the amount of memory to store the extra edges. The other
approach which we use for the implementation in this paper
is using the triplet view of the graph. In the send message
function rather than sending the message to all outbound
edges, we utilize the triplet to put the message in inbound
link of both the nodes in the triplet and thus forcing Pregel
framework to pick up the update information of the node
irrespective of the direction of the edge.
Algorithm 1, 2, and 3 provides a pseudo-code of the
required functions performed by each node. It follows the
property of locality that we have discussed above. This
property of locality enables the calculation of core value
of a node from the core estimate of its neighbors in an
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iterative fashion, which makes it a think-like-a-vertex based
distributed algorithm.
Algorithm 1 KcoreSpark - Merge
1:
2:

procedure M ERGE M ESSAGE(Str msg1, Str msg2)
return msg1.Concatenate(msg2, delimiter)

summation of the number of updates that each node makes
to reach to its actual core value. For the measurement of this
time complexity, we consider the fact that Pregel iterations
are synchronous i.e during each iteration each node receives
all messages addressed to it, calculates its new core value,
and sends its updated core value to all its neighbors.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Setup: Spark-kCore is implemented in Scala and the experiments are conducted on a cluster of 8 machines, each
having Intel i7, 2.2Ghz CPU, and 16 GB RAM, running
CentOS (Linux). The hard disk is Seagate Constellation
ST2000NM0033-9ZM 2TB 7200 RPM.
Datasets: We test Spark-kCore on publicly available SNAP
datasets (snap.stanford.edu) and Network Repository datasets (networkrepository.com). We perform
our analysis on the following fourteen graph datasets: askitter, soc-youtube, Amazon product co-purchasing network
(amazon0601), Texas road network (roadNet-TX), California
road network (roadNet-CA), Wikipedia Talk network (wikiTalk), LiveJournal social network (LiveJournal), Soc-orkut,
tech-p2p, MANN-a81, c4000-5, c2000-9, soc-Pokec, socorkut. The number of vertices, edges and the maximum core
number of these graphs are available in Table I.

Algorithm 2 KcoreSpark - Update
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

procedure U PDATE N ODE(N ode u, Str msg)
msgArray ← msg.Split(delimiter)
for all m ∈ msgArray do
if m ≤ u.kcore then
count[m] + +
else
count[u.kcore] + +
for i := k to 2 do
curW eight ← CurW eight + count[i]
if curW eight ≥ i then
u.kcore ← i
break
return u

Algorithm 3 KcoreSpark - Propagate

TABLE I: Table of results showing the No. of vertices,
Edges, Maximum k-core, running time and Pregel iterations
in Spark-kCore.

procedure S END M SG(EdgeT riplet triplets)
srcV ertex ← triplet.getSrcAttr()
destV ertex ← triplet.getDstAttr()
I ← new M sgIterator()
5:
I.append(triplet.dstId, srcV ertex)
6:
I.append(triplet.srcId, destV ertex)
7:
return I
1:
2:
3:
4:

The upper bound of k-core of each node is the degree of
the node so to begin with each node is initialized with k-core
value equal to its degree. Each vertex u runs the procedure
M ERGE M ESSAGES followed by the U PDATE N ODE procedure, if the core value of u is changed (reduced), the updated
core value estimate is sent to all of u’s neighbors by the
S END M SG subroutine. In the M ERGE M ESSAGE subroutine,
u gathers all messages collected from its neighbors into
a single message. The U PDATE N ODE procedure traverses
through all the collected messages and keeps a count of
each element in the array whose value is smaller than the
current core value of u in a counts array (Algorithm 2 Line
3 to 7). The count array is traversed in reverse and counts
are summed up. The largest index whose cumulative count
is greater than or equal to the index values is set as the
updated core value of the node (Algorithm 2 Line 8 to 11).
In the third phase of operation, the S END M SG procedure
sends out a message to a nodes neighbors if its core value
of the node is updated. This receive-merge-update-broadcast
iteration occurs until there are no more messages to process
in any node in the graph.
The time complexity of this algorithm is bounded by 1 +
u∈V [deg(u) − core(u)] [17], which is equivalent to the

Dataset
as-skitter
soc-youtube
wiki-talk
amazon0601
roadNet-CA
roadNet-TX
MANN-a81
c4000-5
c2000-9
soc-pokec
tech-p2p
soc-orkut
soc-ljournal-2008
soc-LiveJournal1

Vertices
1.7M
1M
2.4M
0.4M
2.0M
1.4M
3.3K
4K
2K
1.6M
5.7M
3M
5.3M
4.8M

Edges
11.1M
3M
4.7M
2.4M
2.8M
1.9M
5.5M
4M
1.8M
22M
147.8M
117M
50M
42.8M

Cmax (G)
111
51
131
10
3
3
3280
1909
1758
47
856
231
427
372

T(mins)
1.3
0.9
1.7
1.1
0.75
0.6
0.5
0.9
0.4
3.8
55
34
3.9
6.1

Iters
26
46
50
10
10
10
3
14
8
38
70
63
5
20

Competing Methods for Performance Comparison: For
graphs which can ﬁt in main memory we compare SparkkCore’s running time with that of Turi Graphlabs implementation of k-core decomposition which is based on [14].
Note that, our implementation is on distributed platform,
but Graphlab implementation runs on a single machine,
nevertheless this is an interesting comparison for graphs
which are small enough to ﬁt into main memory. In fact,
for small ﬁles, distributed algorithms have an overhead of
distributing and synchronizing, which a single system engine
does not have. So, comparison on small graphs is actually
unfair for Spark-kCore, yet we make this comparison to
show the superiority of Spark-kCore over Graphlab implementation. We also compare our results with the EMCore
algorithm presented by J. Cheng et al. [16]. We use the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3: (a) shows the comparison of running time with number of edges. (b) and (c) shows the change in k-core value for
the amazon0601 and as-kitter graphs respectively

EMCore implementation given in [15]. We cannot compare
with MapReduce implementation of k-core decomposition
discussed in [19], because neither a publicly available implementation of this algorithm is available, nor the authors
could provide their implementation.

given iteration. These results show that although it may take
a large number of iterations to converge to the max k-core
value, we can get a very close estimate of the max k-core
value of the graph in a fraction of these iterations.

A. Spark-kCore’s Runtime Behavior on Various Graph Metrics

TABLE II: Running time comparison between Turi
Graphlabs and Spark-kcore

The runtime of Spark-kCore increases almost linearly with
the number of edges. This is expected as the number of
messages in the initial iterations of the execution of SparkkCore is almost equal to the number of edges. This is due to
the fact that during the initial iterations, for the majority of
the vertices, their core value estimations have not yet been
settled to their exact value. However, as iteration progresses,
the number of messages drops as many nodes have their
exact core values and they do not transmit any message.
In Figure 3a, we show the execution time of Spark-kCore
in a bar chart, where each bar corresponds to one of the
graphs. The left Y-axis represents running time in minutes
and the right Y-axis represents edge counts. The bars are
sorted from left to right based on their running time. The
line graph shows the edge count for each of the graphs
represented by the bar. As we can see the execution time
shows a trend of increasing almost linearly with the number
of edges. But there are small variations to this trend for some
graphs, which can be attributed to the distribution overhead
of the framework.
B. Convergence of Spark-kCore
As part of the experiment, we also record the changes in
the value of the max k-core (Cmax (G)) with each iteration
till the value converges. Initially, the max k-core value is
equal to the maximum degree of the graph. Based on our
experiment, we see that the value of max k-core drops very
steeply in the ﬁrst few small number of iterations to a value
close to the actual max k-core value of the graph. After ﬁrst
few iterations, the rate of change in max k core value is slow
till it converges. Figure 3b and 3c shows that change in max
k-core value with each iteration for 2 graphs: amazon0601,
as-skitter. The X-axis represents the number of iterations and
the Y-axis represents the max k-core value of a graph for a

Dataset
as-skitter
soc-youtube
wiki-talk
amazon0601
roadNet-CA
roadNet-TX
soc-pokec

Cmax (G)
111
51
131
10
3
3
47

Tspark (mins)
1.3
0.9
1.7
1.1
0.75
0.6
3.8

TGraphLabs (mins)
41
9.1
18.2
0.9
3.5
3.5
47.5

C. Runtime comparison between Spark-kCore and Turi
Graphlab
As mentioned above for this comparison we use graphs
that ﬁt in the main memory. Among the graphs that we use
in this paper, 7 graphs qualiﬁed. The comparison results are
shown in Table II. The results show that Spark-kCore is faster
than the Turi Graphlabs, by a wide margin.
We also found out that the difference in running time of
algorithms increases with increasing number of edges. We
demonstrate this behavior in Figure 4a. In Figure 4a, the bars
represents the running time for Spark-kCore and Graphlab.
The line graph represents the edge count for the graphs in
X-axis. The left Y-axis represents running time in minutes
and the right Y-axis represents edge count.
With Spark-kCore we see a speedup of 4 to 32 times. For
example k-core decomposition of soc-pokec on Spark-kCore
took 3.8 mins and on graphlabs it took 47.5 mins resulting
in 13X speedup. Although we have a distribution factor of 8,
for large graphs we have a speedup much higher than 8. For
smaller graphs the speedup falls to 4 times due to distribution
overhead. Figure 4b shows the speed up of Spark-kCore. The
Y-axis of the plot represents the speedup factor and the bars
represent the speedup for the graphs sorted by the speedup
factor.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4: (a) Graphlab Vs Spark-kCore running time comparison, (b) Speedup achieved by Spark-kCore over Graphlab,
(c)EMCore Vs Spark-kCore running time comparison and (d) Speedup achieved by Spark-kCore over EMCore

D. Runtime Comparison between Spark-kCore and EMCore
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TABLE III: Running time comparison between EMCore and
Spark-kcore
Dataset
amazon0601
wiki-talk
roadNet-CA
roadNet-TX
soc-pokec
soc-livejournal1

Cmax (G)
10
131
3
3
47
372

Tspark (mins)
1.1
1.7
0.75
0.6
3.8
6.1

TEMCore (mins)
1.68
7.71
3.42
1.5
14.38
41.7

Figure 4d shows the speedup achieved by the SparkkCore for 7 different graphs. Although we are running on
a distributed system with a distribution factor of 8 we don’t
get a speedup greater than 8 times with the graphs we tested
because of the overhead of distribution, but we can see a
trend that as the size of graph grows the speedup factor also
increases suggesting that with larger ﬁles speedup factor will
also increase.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose Spark-kCore, a Spark based distributed algorithm for k-core decomposition. The proposed
method is scalable, and it runs on graphs that do not ﬁt in the
main memory of a computer. Our comparison with existing
k-core implementation on other distributed platforms, such
as GraphLabs shows that our method is signiﬁcantly better
than the existing methods.
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